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About This Game

Construct: Escape the System is a sci-fi themed first person platformer that sees you trapped in a computer system, trying to
escape.

Explore the system and locate the 8 empowering 'ability orbs'. Find and download the 5 'player upgrades'. Seek out and extract
the 16 'system core power orbs'. Do all this and maybe you can escape.

Key features

- 4-6 hours of first person platforming gameplay with puzzle elements.
- Gameplay is a combination of exploration, platforming and careful thinking.

- 8 unique ability orbs to locate.
- Puzzle gameplay e.g. power inactive machinery with 'machine orbs' and light up dark areas with 'sun orbs'.

- Action gameplay e.g. change gravity direction with 'gravity switch orbs' and move rapidly around areas with 'teleport orbs'.

- 5 player upgrades to download.
- Action platforming e.g. upgrade your abilities to allow advanced jumping and boosting.

- 16 system core power orbs to extract.
- Unlock the various areas of the computer system to find and extract the power orbs from the dangerous system core areas.
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- 57 unique gameplay areas split between 4 different zones, standard areas, system core areas and upgrade areas.
- 4 unique zone themes: Zone A (City), Zone B (Landscape), Zone C (Abstract) and Zone D (Spherical).

- Multiple render modes: Default, Negative, Monochrome Default and Monochrome Negative.
- Adjustable graphics options: Bloom, Depth of Field, Sun Shafts, Camera Motion Blur, Camera Noise, Chromatic Aberration

and Water Quality.

- Keyboard and mouse support (3 button mouse required).
- Xbox 360 controller support.

- Excellent sci-fi soundtrack by Imphenzia.

- Built with Unity 5.
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Developer:
Oliver Boyce
Publisher:
Immanitas Entertainment
Release Date: 2 Dec, 2016
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construct escape the system walkthrough. construct escape the system steam. construct escape the system

This game is so awesome, it has puzzles that make you think for quite a while and when you finally figure it out its so satisfying.
The game has awesome graphics and better physics then most popular games these days. There is not really a story behind it but
if you actually think about what happens then its actually quite deep. REALLY recommend this game!. One of the best Total
War game, but the campaigns are really short. You will not really find a "Grand Campaign" that lasts forever.. BitRay is a
disappointingly fun and short (very short) minimalistic puzzle game, but the physics are unreliable; some of the levels being
won\/lost by pure chance on how the physics decided the cude hit the cutter beneath it. A few of the levels even looked like the
towers of cubes would fall over without my touching anything. The game does add a few new blocks with various effects
(jumping, exploding, etc.), but these show up far to close to the end and really don't lead to any mind boggling puzzle levels.

It feels like a rushed job to make a little money. More effort should have gone into grouping levels and puzzle themes, and
ramping up to a better pay-off at the end.. It was neat to have a look around in the world of fantastic art style that is the latest
Deus Ex games.
Although, to be quite honest, the same thing could be viewed and admired just as much, if not more in the real game itself.
The VR Experience has low resolution, wonky navigation and a nightmare for those who get motion sick from VR (not me, but
I did get the unstable and unbalanced feel).
I would recommend you to play the game instead and admire the world in there, with its better graphics and superior mechanics.
Having a closer look at Adam Jensen was neat though.

Would not recommend you bother download and play this if you played the real game already. With ambivalent feelings for
faulting a free VR inplementation I'll have to say that you should pass this one. This should just be recommended for hardcore
fans of the world and artstyle of Deus Ex though.. IT IS A GAME VERY GUD
PERFOMENCE TOP I GOT 78 FPS MAN!!!!!. Over all good game
but I can see some minor problems
1.Hunger and thirst gose down to fast
2.some of the animals are to op
3.This is the last reason and that is when ever I die, quit, or start a game it opens a tab for lif on a website (if you know how to
fix this without the developers editing the game put it in the chat)
I also have some notes for what to add
1.I saw the meeracats and rabits had burrows but they are all the same maybe you could make more then 1 burrow
2.all the totems are facing one way maybe you could randomly make them face different directions
3.lastly I would like homes for more animals it seems bad to see animals like wolves loins and bears out in the open because they
all have dens in real life so maybe you could add those. Game is short (only the 1st episode is out now), but the presentation,
interface and puzzles are all good. We need more FMV games like this!. I Tried to play and Sadly I cannot get it to work. I tried
the noted fixes but they didn't work!. I give this game 5/5.
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absolutely garbage i downloaded this to to pratice up for a trip to the casino saw where it had positive reviews. first off you cant
do half the betting you can do at a real roulette game in a casino you cant split bets between 2 numbers or 4 you cant bet the
lines you cant do a lot its garbage dont download this game i understand i haver very little game play time in this no their is no
leveing up and unlocking more options the game is garbage. Simple, but a very powerful piece of software. Definitely useful.

However it is really expensive - if you just create games as a hobby (as I do), I'd probably wait for a sale. I got this from Humble
Bundle for a few bucks, and it has definitely been worth that.. SImply put, it's a fun game. Whether it is truly anything more
than a 'browser' game that you have paid 5 bucks for... Not sure it matters. There's enough content , cool upgrades that make a
difference and enough missions to keep you busy for 3 hours or so.

Job done, nice little game.. Nice and cool worth it!. Great DLC for those who like to tune their trucks. Well made, high quality,
Worth the price.. Absolutely magical! This game is absolutely wonderful. A very joyous concept and plot with beautifully
integrated gameplay and metaphor all woven together. The visuals were stunning. Ignore the Steam warning that this game isn't
available in English: the game offers English subtitles in its menu. I would recommend this game to anyone who loves poetry,
vampires, and love.

11\/10

. Event on 'normal' difficulty incredibly hard.
And if that was not enough they put a harsh time limit on top of that.
I keep dying on the second Traing-level !!!
...Astro Tripper is a "URiDiUM" remake... but even the original was easier!. France is OP. Real Ballers use Austria.
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